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ABSTRACT
study contract 955829 was awarded to ascertain the feasi-
bility of dividing the 8-12 um thermal infrared wavelength
region into six spectral bands by an airborne line scanner
system; and if feasibility were determined, to design such a
system for remote sensing of the earth's surface. The desired
performance was to be achieved by combining the optical system
I»
	 of an existing scanner design with a 6-band spectrometer of
new design, with emphasis placid on using proven technology to
produce a practical instrument. The report presents the results
of this hardware design and analyzes the expected performance
of such a system.
The study concentrated on the main elements of the spectro-
meter desi n its components being the collimator, the dispersing
element, the focusing optic, the sensor array, and the mechanical
assembly required to hold these elements while maintaining
their al.i,gnment throughout the operating temperature range.
The modifications required. to an existing scanner design were
also exl,,,mined.
Contract NAS13--170 has been awarded by NASAfNSTL to con-
struct a system based on this design study. Completion of the
system is planned for April, 1.982.
r
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SUMMARY
Thia report verifies the feasibility of constructing an
airborne multispectral scanner system, operating in six spec-
tral bands between 8.2 and 12.2 tam, and presents a design for
such an instrument. The feasibility is verified by analyzing
radiometric sensitivity performance, optical component: per-
formance, and mechanical. component performance. These three
analyses confirm 1) that the necessary optical components can
be built to the required tolerances; 2) that the mechanical
assembly as designed can maintain the required alignment of
the optical components; and 3) that the radiometric sensitivity
of the instrument will surpass a design goal of NEW < 0.30C
in each spectral band.
The design presented uses the optical system design of an
existing scanner system and a 6-band spectrometer designed
under this contract. Elements specified in the spectrometer
design include an off-axis reflective collimator, a reflective
diffraction grating, a triplet germanium imaging lens, a photo-
conductive raercury-cadmium-telluride sensor array, and the
mechanical assembly to hold these parts and maintain their
optical alignoent across a broad temperature range. The
existing scanner design is modified to accept the new spectro-
meter and two field-filling thermal reference sources.
I
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INTRODUCTION
The thermal infrared multispectrsl scanner includes two
optical assemblies of major importance to this study; the
primary collecting telescope and the secondary spectrometer.
These two assemblies are connected optically through an aperture
or field stop which defines the instantaneous field of view of
the system. The function of the primary telescope is to collect
incoming radiation and focus it onto the aperture. The spectro-
.}	
meter disperses this radiation spectrally and reimages it onto
an array of detectors. The detector array converts the radia-
tion into an electrical signal for processing and recording.
The complete system is mounted in an aircraft ouch that the
primary telescope may receive radiation from the earth through
an opening in the aircraft. A 45 0 rotating scan mirror traverses
the primary field of view at a right angle to the aircraft
flight direction. Forward Motion of the aircraft ensures that
during each rotation the scan mirror receives radiation from
a new area of the ground scene beneath tho aircraft.
Figure 1 shows the optical layout of the complete system.
The rotating scan mirror (not shown) directs energy from the
ground onto the primary focusing parabolic mirror (Ml).
Deviating mirror (M2) deflects the converging rays of energy
out of the primary field of view and up to the field stop.
Energy passing through the field stop is collimated by mirror
(M3) , an off-axis paraboloid section. Mirror (M3) directs
the collimated radiation onto the diffraction grating (M4)
which reflects and disperses it spectrally. Lens (L1) focuses
the energy from the diffraction grating through an optical
bandpass filter and onto a linear array of detector elements.
The optical filter passes only radiation within the 8.2-12.2 µm
wavelengths of interest.
Each detector element is positioned in the image plane to
intercept energy within specific wavelength boundaries. Each
-1-
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detector cc,nverts its incident en3rgy into an electrical signal
which is then amplified and processed by the system electronics.
The optical filter and the detector array are contained within a
vacuum dewar snd cooled to 77 0 K by liquid nitrogen.
Significant parAmeters of the TIME primary telescope and
spectrometer are given below.
Primary Optics ............ axial paraboloid
13" effective focal length
3
	 7.5 0" clear aperture
36 sq. it^h active area
Ground Resolution	 2.5 mill.iradians
Maximum Scan Rate ......... 25 revolutions per second
Noise Bandwidth ........... 32 K![z
Spectrometer	 collimator
dispersive element
focusing optic
detector array
Spectral Bands ............ (6) fry )MI
8.2 to 8.6
8.6 to 9.0
9.0 to 9.4
9.14 to 10.2
10.2 to 11.2
11.2 t0 12.2
Sensitivity ................ 0.3°C maximum
Operating Temperature .,.. -55°C to +50 0C
12.2 Pm
um bandwidth 0.4 tam
)jm bandwid th0.4 tint
pm bandwidth 0.4 pm
pm bandwidth 0.8 pm
pm 'bandwidth1.0 um
um bandwidth 1.0 Pm
X
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
2.1. PRIMARY TELESCOPE
The print ry telescope encompasses the optical components
that collect the energy from the around scene and reimages it
onto the field stop. When the mechanics of mirror rotation and
reference sources are included, it is commonly referred to as
a "scan head". The primary telescope is a classic Newtonian
design with a field of view which is traversed by a scan mirror.
The scan mirror is a flat, single facet optical mirror oriented
at 45 0 and centered with respect to its axis of rotation. The
mirror is mounted d:.,:ectly on the shaft of a DC motor along with
an optical shaft encoder. A 13" .focal length focusing paraboloid,
a 3" diameter secondary mirror, and a field atop aperture are
thermally compensated to remain in :focus th::oughout the entire
operating temperature range of the scan head.
The scan head contains focusing optics, an el.ectro-optical
scanning assembly, two controlled thermal reference sources,
and provisions for mounting the thermal, spectrometer. These
elements are mounted .onto an aluminum and steel structure
which is designed to mechanically support the individual assem-
blies and also to maintain the optical perfQrmance over a wide
temperature range. The scan head includes covers to sn:Leld
against stray radiation, to protect the optics during flight,
and to minimize thermal gradients across the scan head.
A cross-sectional view of the scan head is shown in
Figure 2. The rotating mirror directs the energy received
from the ground scene onto the 13" focal, length paraboloidal
primary focusing mirror. The energy is tlen reflected by a
flat secondary mirror where the field of view determining
aperture is located in the focal plane just above the clear
aperture: of the primary mirror.
-4-
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2.1.1. THERMAL COMPENSATION
The design of the scan head takes into account the differ-
ing coefficients of thermal expansion of the various materials
used in its construction. The basic structure of the scan head
is an aluminum "U" shaped channel. The motor/mirror/encoder is
housed in stainless steel and positioned on the aluminum channel
with four stainless steel pins. Three of the pins fit into
slotted holes in the motor assembly, while the fourth pin is
press fitted into the assembly on the aluminum channel. Eight
bolts are used to secure the assembly to the scan head channel.
The slotted alignment pins allow the steel motor case to expand
and contract at a different rate than the aluminum structure
while maintaining the assembly's critical alignment with respect
to the telescope optics.
The primary focusing mirror is mounted in a plate and ring
assembly manufacturod of Invar steel, The special glass sub-
strate used in the primary mirror has a temperature coefficient
of expansion that is very low and closely matches that of the
Invar steel. This low expansion material produces a mirror, with
an optical variation as a function of temperature which is small
enough to be Ignored in the thermal compensation scheme. The
invar steel mirror mount is then attached to an aluminum plate
with a series of threaded fasteners passing through Belleville
compression washers and oversized holes in the mounting plate.
The q,,tical alignment and thermal compensation is achieved with
the use of two stainless steel pins. The pins are attached to
the aluminum plate and fitted into the alignment holes in the
mirror mount. One hole in the mirror mount is press fit,
while the other is slotted in the direction of the, vertical
axis of the scanner. This allows movement to occur, as the
mirror mount and plate have markedly different coefficients
of expansion.
The flat secondary mirror is glued to an aluminum mount
which protrudes into the optical path from the top of the
-6-
scan head. This secondary mirror mount is fastened ,,o a "sled";
so called because it is an assembly which slide,. in a carefully
designed fashion with respect to the channel. The method to
accomplish this controlled sliding is to constrain the sled
movement with two long Invar steel bars. One end of each bar
is pinned to the sled, and the other ends are pinned to the
aluminum channel. A-similar arrangement is used to mount the
spectrometer onto the sled. Two short Invar steel bars are
used to constrain the movement of the spectrometer in a con-
•"	 trolled manner. One end of each of these bars is pinned to
the spectrometer, while the other ends are pinned to the sled.
The sled and the spectrometer have ,flat keys and keyways which
restrict their movement to a direction parallel to the optical
axis of the scanner. The spectrometer, sled and four Invar
bars are attached with threaded fasteners using Belleville com-
pression washei.s. Mounting holes are oversized and mating
surfaces are Teflone coated to reduce friction and permit (con-
trolled) sliding movement.
This rather complex mechanical assembly maintains the spec-
trometer aperture precisely in the focal plane and centered
about the principal antis of the primary telescope over a broad
temperature rance. The expansion and contraction of the
secondary mirror mount, primary mirror mount, and scan head
channel are compensated by the movement of the primary mirror,
secondary mirror and spectrometer aperture.
2.1.2. SCAN HEAD MODIFICATION
,.
	
	 The original design of the scan head used a high resolution
five band spectrometer in the secondary optics of the system,
operating in the visible /near infrared portion of the spectrum.
Although the optical design is unaltered, some modification of
the scan head structure was necessary to permit its use in the
TIMS system. Two new constraints on the design are: 1) the
addition of two calibrated thermal reference sources (black-
bodies); and 2) a more complex and physically larger spectro-
metes to be interfaced to the primary'telescope.
-7-
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The addition of the thermal reference sources to the sc,.,n
head considers the following criteria:
1. They will each completely fill the field of view of
the primary telescope for a portion of the scan mirror rota-
tion (approximately five times the instantaneous field of
view (IFOV).
2. They must not reduce (obscure) the "active" or ground
scene field of view (80 0 total).
3. They should minimally increase the outside "envelope"
of the scan head because of aircraft space limitations.
4. They must not reduce -IL-he mechanical integrity of the
primary telescope.
To meet the above criteria, the "U" shaped channel, which
is the basic structure of the scan head, will be inverted from
its original downward. orientation to an upward orientation.
This allows access to a greater portion of the primary field of
view without obscuring the required active portion or greatly
increasing the scanner envelope. Inverting this channel has no
impact on the mechanical design concept of the scan head, but
does change numerous details.
The other area of the scan head requiring modification is
the size of the sled which supports the spectrometer. This unit
must be larger and modified to accommodate the greater size and
weight of the thermal spectrometer. This modification affects
the position of the thermal compensating bars controlling the
movement of the sled and secondary mirror mount by moving them
farther apart. As with adding the blackbodies, the concept and
calculated design of the head remain unaltered, but detail
changes are required.
2.1.3. THERMAL REFERENCE SOURCES
Two independent thermal reference sources are located and
attached on each side of the scan head so that they fill the
-8-
field of view of the primary telescope for a portion of each
scan mirror revolution. The references consist of one heat/cool
bidirectional blackbody and one heated blackbody. The bidirec-
tional blackbody is capable of raising or lowering its reference
surface temperature with respect to the surrounding ambient.
The heated blackbody can only raises
	 reference surface tem-
perature with respect to the ambient.
Each reference surface consists of an 8 inch square, 1/4
inch thick copper plate with an exterior side finished to pro-
duce a surface emissivity near unity. For the bidirectional
blackbody, this copper plate an y'. a finned heat sink of similar
dimensions are sandwiched around an array of thermoelectric
heat pumps. The thermoelectric heat pumps transfer heat in
either direction between the copper plate and the heat s,*Ink.
The direction of the heat transfer and the amount are determined
by the blackbody temperature desired and implementod through an
electronic controller, For the heated blackbody, the copper
plate and an insulating block of similar dimensions are sand-
wiched around a resistance hoating element which heats the
copper plate on command from its electronic controller. Ther-
mistors embedded into each copper plate measure their temperature
it monitoring and provide feedback signals to the controllers.
The efficiency of the heat sink on the bidirectional blackbody
is increased by forced air flow past its fins.
The energy from the heated blackbody is directed onto the
focusing optics before the active ground scene and energy from
the bidirectional blackbody is received by the optics after the
active ground scone portion of the scan. This sequence results
in air movement from the rotating mirror directing the heat
produced by the warmer reference surface away from the scanner,
rather than into the scanner housing where it might produce a
thermal gradient within the head. insulating materials, placed
in strategic locations around each blackbody, further reduce
the potential for such gradients.
-9-
W2.1.4. SCAN MOTOR/MIRROR/ENCODER ASSEMBLY
The scan motor/mirror/encoder assembly is an integral part
of the primary telescope, and consists of a permanent magnet
direct current motor with a flat mirror attached to one end of
its shaft at a 45 0 angle with respect to the motor spin axis.
At the opposite end of the motor shaft is a precision optical
encoder assembly.
The scan mirror is constructed from a beryllium sub,3trate
truncated at a 45 0 angle and than plated with electroless nickel,
polished, coated with an aluminum, reflective surface and finally
receives a protective overcoat of silicon monoxide. The mirror,
when viewed at an angle normal to the direction of rotation, has
a circular clear aperture of 7.5 11 . The inherent imbalance of
this structure is compensated by fitting a precision machined
stainless steel shroud over the mirror. This resultant assembly
has the rotational forces balanced to such a degree that the
mirror surface will remain flat at all rotation rates up to 25
scans/sec within 1/4 wave of sodium light. The balancing
shroud also reduces abnormal wear on the bearings which might
be caused by imbalance.
The encoder assembly, mounted on the scan motor shaft,
serves as a position sensor for motor speed control, and the
fundamental reference frequency for all system timing. The
encoder assembly consists of a circular disk attached to the
motor shaft, a separate assembly containing a lamp and photo-
detectors, and preamplifier/interface circuitry for the
photodetector signals. The two signals produced by the encoder
are one-pulse per revolution, used as a "start of frame" sync;
and a 6000-pulses per revolution used to synchronize the sys-
tem clocks and control the motor speeds.
2.2. SPECTROMETER OPTICAL DESIGN
The spectrometer optical design encompasses all of the
components required to transfer and spectrally disperse the
-10-
energy collected by the primary telescope onto an array of
sensors at its output. These components include a collimator,
a dispersing element, and a focusing optic. The sensor array
is included in this section, because it is an integral part of
this design. All optics in the spectrometer must have uniform
or predictable spectral characteristics and high efficiency
across the 8 to 13 pm wavelength range.
A fundamental requiremGitt for an airborne scanner used to
collect multispectral data is that the IFOV be simultaneously
imaged on all spectral detectors. The degree of optical com-
plexity needed to accomplish this task is determined by the
number of detector types for the IR spectral bands, accuracy
of spectral purity, overall physical size, and reliable opera-
tion to meet mission requirements. only one detector type is
needed for the specified spectral bands.
Spectral purity has not been rigorously defined by contract.
However, during an interim mooting with the sponsor a working
definition was presented that is based on a triangular slit
function and allows approximately 50% mixing of spectral energy
in adjacent channels. This working definition is conmionly used
as a design goal in spectrometer systems desiring continuous
spectral ccverage*. Sufficient experimental data is not avail-
able to determine with certainty that this spectral pur-y is
adequate for the intended applications of the instrument.
2.2.1. COLLIMATOR
Diffraction from the collimator aperture must be minimized
by using a large diameter optic; however, this choice must be
constrained by overall system size. A reasonable compromise
is to make the collimator 1/2 the size of the primary parabola.
With this starting point, a collimator of 3.75 11 diameter and a
focal length of 6.5 11 was studied.
*The MOS 24 chauneJ scanner system, which parallels the TINS scanner in f unc-
tion, used this working definition for its initial de-sign. This design was
later modified by the addition of bandpass filters over each detector element.
-11-
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The important optical aberrations to consider for a first
design phase are third order spherical and come. Both aperture
size and total field angle determine the magnitude of these
aberrations. Aperture size must be matched to the f/N of the
primary parabola for maximum energy collection. The field
angle is fixed by the collimator focal length and the field
stop size. The 2.5 mrad IFOV and a primary focal length of 13"
(330.20 mm) yields a field stop size of 0.0325" (0.8255 ir ►m)
square. This results in a collimator FOV of 7.1 mrad across
the diagonal of the square.
Good image quality can be maintained if the collimator
aberrations do not exceed 1 mrad. Poor image quality would
degrade both the system sensitivity and spectral resolution.
Another important sensitivity consideration is optical effi-
ciency or throughput;, of the collimator. A simple review of
suitable optics is tabulated in Table 1 with an indication of
overall. spectrometer :Length:
TABLE 1. COLLIMATOR TRADE-OFF CONSIDERATIONS
BLUR OVERALL
OPTICAL TYPE CIRCLE EVrICIENCY LENGTH
Single Lens 1.65 mrad 0.95 14
Mirror Sphere 1.70 mrad 0.98 7
Mirror Parabola 0.15 mrad 0.98 7
Based on the data from Table 1, a parabolic reflective
collimator design was selected.
2.2.2. DISPERSIVE ELEMENT
System size is significantly affected by the optical
method used to separate the six spectral bands. For the de-
fined spectral purity, this separation may be accomplished with
either prisms or a grating. System reliability is best accom-
plished by designing a simple optical configuration with the
minimum number of components placed compactly in a stable
housing. Prisms were eliminated from consideration for two
-12-
reasona: 1) sodium chloride (NaCl) which is the only optical
material with sufficient dispersion, transmission, mechanical
stability, and availability is hydroscopic; and 2) more than
one prism would be needed for the required dispersion, reducing
optical efficiency and increasing mechanical complexity. For
these reasons, a grating was selected as the dispersing element.
Based on the final spectral band definition, tables were
prepared as a function of groove spacing and diffraction order.
Only the 4-1 and -1 orders were considered as providing adequate
grating efficiency for the required system sensitivity. Results
of these calculations are shown in Tables 2-7. The blaze angle
will be specified ba r ed on results of the sensitivity analysis
in Section 2.4.
The -1 order was eliminated as a design alternative because
of the large tilt angle for the detector dewar and imaging lens.
This angle places the top of the dewar outside the envelope of
the basic scanner and would make routine filling of the dewar
difficult. The calculations of the ­1 order are included for
completeness. From these tables and knowing that the detector
size desired is near 0.015 11 , it can be deduced that the grating
should have 12 or 13 grooves/mm. Discussions with Bausch &
Lomb restricted our design to a 12 grooves/mm grating due to
the limitation of available gearing for ruling engines.
Grating efficiency is controlled by several factors
including surface micro roughness, coating reflectivity,
polarization, and blaze angle'. Figure 3 shows the measured
efficiency of a 20 g/mm grating plotted vs wavelength. The
operating wavelength is similar to the TIMS design with a
slightly greater blaze angle of 5.06 0 . Based on past experi-
ence, Bausch & Lomb has quoted a peak efficiency of 90% for a
12 g/mm grating blazed near 3 1 . The explanation of slightly
improved efficiency is due to wider groove widths and small
blaze. Coarse gratings with small blaze angles exhibit
minimal polarization effects2 Scaler theory accurately predicts
-13-
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efficiency for diffraction and blaze effects; however, surface
reflectivity must be determined by direct mceasurement2.
Based on this evidence, sensitivity calculations shall use a
peak grating efficiency of 90% and a universal efficiency
curve shown in Figure 93.
During the initial design phase, consideration was given
to minimizing the incident and diffracted angles in order to
'	 reduce polarization effects. xn this type of design, the colli-
mated beam would be incident to the grating's nondispersive
axis and diffraction would be out of the plane of incidence.
As information was gathered from three grating manufacturers,
it bacamse clear that polarization problems were insignificant
at 12 g/mm in the 8-13 Um wavelength region. The optical
design was finalized using the grating in a standard Littrow
configuration. This decision simplified the meechanical design
and optical alignment complexity.
A master grating shall be fabricated on an aluminum blank
and the delivered grating(s) shall bci replicas made of Zerodur(p
substrate coated with evaporated aluminum and protected by a
thin overcoat of silicon monoxide. A low thermal expansion
grating substrate is required for spectrometer stability over
the specified operational temperature extremes.
Spectral purity or "wavelength crosstalk" is graphed in
Figure 5. These spectral slitwidths are proportional to the
convolution of the field stop image and' the detector edge
boundaries. Boundary edges are measured in the direction of
dispersion and naps are illustrated. The spectral slitwidth
will appear as a triangle when the field stop image is equal
•'	 to a detector width and as an equal angle trapezoid for greater
or lesser detector widths.
The wavelength labels at the trapezoid tops and the
triangle peaks indicate when the detector element is fully
filled by the geometric image of the field stop. The wave-
length labels at the bases indicate when the field stop image
_17-
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first crosses a detector edge boundary from either direction.
Graphs of this type may be constructed to include diffraction
and aberration image spreading, but do not produce additional
insight into final system performance. Additional effects on
spectral purity of these and other image defects are included
in Section 2.2.3. The shape of the graph will also be affected
by spatial variations of detector responsivity.
2.2,3. OPTICAL LAYOUTS
M
Two basic configurations were considered: 1) an axial
paraboloid collimator used with a grating that has a hole
through its center; and 2) an off-axis paraboloid. These con-
figurations are shown schematically in Figure 6.
Other la , outs were investigated and, in general, two
common problems arose: l) additional optical elements were
needed; and 2) there was insufficient mechanical clearance for
use with the existing scan head design. Done of these Layouts
had a definite advantage that would warrant changing the basic
scan head. Both the axial mount and off-axis mount share
several common features
1. Optical aberrations are identical.
2. Grating may be used in +l or -1 order.
3. Diffracted beam is accessible from both in-plane
and out-of-plane dispersion.
4. Mechanical interface difficulties are equal.
5. Grating incident angle is the same.
Further investigation found that the axial mount had twoi
disadvantages. The first problem was in fabricating a central
hole in the grating. one manufacturer, Instruments S.A.,
advised that there could be a phase difference in the ruling
across the hole. In addition, the cost- of fabricating a conical
central hole was substantial. The second problem was that the
detectors could directly view the field stop through the central
hole. This geometry begins to appear like a blackbody cavity
whose back surface is the field stop.. The unknown question is,
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what temperature modulation could be expected from scan mirror
pumping on the field stop? Shorter wavelength spectrometers
are not affected by this source of stray radiation. However,
for thermal IR instruments modulated housing backgrounds can
increase system noise to a level that makes data recovery
impossible. Because of these problems, further analysis of
the axial mount was discontinued.
M
.J
The major difficulty with the off-axis mount is cost, both
	
,.	 in fabrication of the larger paraboloid and the increased com-
plexity of alignment. These penalties are acceptable when
compared to the alternati • os. A full mechanical layout (see
Figure 11) shows that the off-axis spectrometer is compatible
with the existing scan head.
2.2.4. FOCUSING OPTIC
From past experience and manufacturers' performance data
a basic design goal was to keep the detector element sizes
small. Choosing the smallest detector to be 0.015" square and
using the spectral purity definition requires that the field
stop image be demagnified by the ratio of 2.167:1 (0.0325/0.015).
This requires a focal ratio of 0.8 for the focusing optic. With
the smallest detector 0.015" square, the total array length for
the six channels becomes 0.150". Based on a collimator focal
length of 6.5", the focusing optic focal length is 3.0"
(6.5/2.167) with an angular field coverage of v3 0 (±1.430).
To hold design time and cost to a minimum, a vendor search was
made for a suitable lens. An f/0.62 75 mm EFL (2.953") three
	
fi	 element germanium lens is available from Research Optics.
From this information, it was decided to use this standard lens
and alter the collimator focal length slightly to achieve the
desired demagnification ratio.
A commercially available fJ0.62, 75 mm EFL three element
germanium lens will be used to refocus diffracted energy onto
the detector array. Each lens surface shall be anti-reflection
coated to reduce optical losses caused by the high refractive
-22-
I index of germanium. Fiqure 7 shows transmission through anti-
reflection coated piano germanium plates. The HEAe coating is
a trademark of Optical Coating Labs, Inc. and is an indication
of the performance to be expected. Average transmission for
each element may be conservatively estimated at 95';. Another
transmission loss in germanium is caused by electron-free
carrier absorption. This loss increases with lens temperature.
It may also be related to a number_ defined as emissivity and
has a -value of 0.002 at 25°C. The lens not only absorbs inci-
dent radiation, it also emits blackbody enerqy and increases
background radiation viewed by the detector.
Further energy loss is caused by imperfect imaging of the
field stop onto the detector elements. These imperfections may
be separated into two types: diffraction and geometric. Both
types of defects cause the image to spread, thereby reducing
energy concentration onto detector elements. Diffraction may be
reduced to a reasonable level by using large aperture optics.
Geometric or aberrational defects are controlled by lens material
along with surface radii and thickness. Figure 8 shows image
diameter as a function of focal plane position and the diffrac-
tion spread at two wavelengths. Diffraction size is plotted
for both 84% and 95% energy content. The expanding conical sec-
tion is the envelope of chromatic aberration caused by germanium's
dispersion. All other lens aberrations are insignificant com-
pared to the chromatic spread. Additional geometric image
defects are shown in spot. diagrams (see Figure 9) . Each of
these diagrams is made up of 65 points, traced to a focal plane
near 9 Um. Some points are concentrated into a large central
point. An improvement in image quality is possible if the
detector array is tilted around its midpoint: .001" toward the
lens for 8.2 um and .001" away for 12.2 um5.
Further, image degradation can be expected from defocusing.
Because of the large focusing angle (38 0 half angle) focal
shifts should not exceed 0.0005". Figure 8 graphically depicts
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the magnitude of this problem. Once this best focal position
is obtained, it must be maintained'over the operating tempera-
ture range. Temperature compensation techniques must be used
for both optical and mechanical variations.
optical temperature focal shifts are caused by changes in
refractive index, lens surface radii, lens thickness, air space
separation, and most important the lens mount. Research optics
has been advised of the lens performance requirements over the
specified temperature range. They have previously produced
temperature compensated lens assemblies. The procedure they
described is to use modulation transfer function (MTF) measure-
ment equipment to determine focal plane performance as the lens
is temperature cycled. Using a sliding barrel, one of the lens
elements will be allowed to move in a manner that maintains a
constant focal position over temperature. Their representative
explains that the refractive index temperature change of germa-
nium is not consistent from one blank to the next. Therefore,
experimental methods must be used to "hand tune" each lens
assembly.
The temperature compensated focal position shall be main-
tained with respect to a fixed reference surface of the lens
barrel. Additional temperature compensation will be used to
keep the detector/dewar at the lens focus. Detector array
movement within the dewar will be controlled partially by
holding the internal dewar temperature constant over altitude
extremes. This will be accomplished by means of a pressure
valve on the dewar nitrogen chamber. Any remaining movement
of the detector plane will be compensated in the dewar mount.
The effect of these image defects is most severe in the
short wavelength bands of tha spectrum, and results in reduced
system sensitivity and a slightly lower MTF. Spatial resolu-
tion can be predicted on the basis of spot diagrams to be
greater than 80% modulation for a 2.5 mrad TFOV in the short wave-
length bands. This modulation would improve for the larger detectors.
-27-
4	 4
iSpectral slitwidth appearance will be altered in theP	 P 	 ,
r	 actual instrument from that shown in Figure 5. Because the
"	 central core of the image contains Less energy, the band edges
k
will rise faster and the tops will be rounded. This effect,
will narrow each spectral bandwidth slightly.
2.2.5. DETECTOR ARRAY AND DEWAR ASSEMBLY
If there is one single item that could be called the most
important in a system such as this, it would be the detector
array and dewar assembly. A major concern in this study was
to specify high performance from the sensors while not attempt-
ing to advance the state of the art in detector manufacturing and
packaging. All system parameters remained flexible until the
array specifications could be finalized and its limitations
known.
Mercury-cadmium-telluride (MCT) is clearly the material
of choice for each of the six sensors: However, an option
still remained between two types of MCT: photoconductive (PC)
and photovoltaic (PV). The technology of producing high per-
formance PV MCT detectors is relatively new,, The (theoretical)
advantages of the PV MCT detector compared to the PC MCT
detector are: 1) higher sp% - ed; 2) no bias current requirement;
3) lower power dissipation; 4) lower 1/f noise; and 5) lower
"generation-recombination" noise. Of these five potential
advantages, #1 and #3 are not significant for this application.
The technique of producing high performance PC MCT detec-
tors is mature and well known among a limited numbF-r of high
technology manufacturers. The advantages of the PC MCT detec-
tor compared to the PV MCT detector are: 1) lower cost;
2) shorter delivery; 3) lower risk; and 4) better uniformity,
of response across the array and across the larger individual
elements of the array.
The PC MCT was selected over the PV MCT primarily because
of advantages #1, #2 and #3 above, which are all inter-related.
-28-
RIn spite of the theoretical advantages of PV MCT over PC MCT,
there is no clear performance difference between these two
types when comparing detectors that have actually been built
I
	
	 and tested, or when comparing performance specifications that
vendors are willing to quote.. The chances of producing a
high performance array, in a timely fashion, are excellent
with PC MCT and questionable with PV MCT.
I	 Table 8 summarizes the methods that were considered for
s;	 fabricating the detector array.
The overall, optical design of the secondary optics pro-
duces a demagnification of the system field stop of approxi-
mately 2. This is done to keep the detector area as small as
practical to minimize any degradation in system sensitivity
due to sensor noise. The small detector size requires high
precision in the physical dirtensi.ons of the array. Since all
of the wavelength band edges are specified to be contiguous,
it becomes important to keep the space between elements small
so that this specification can be closely approximated in prac-
tice, and so that a minimal amount of energy falls onto
inactive areas of the array. After close liaison with vendors,
the dimensions as shown in Figure 10 were specified. These
dimensions permit, the array to be built from two three-element
monolithic sections, dividing between elements 3 and 4. The
0.002" gap specified between elements 3 and 4 is enough working
space to join the two arrays. The section of the array con-
sisting of elements 4, 5 and 6, although intended to be mono-
lithic, could upon completion of the array include one or more
discrete elements. This may be necessary because of the high
,•
	
	 performance required from each element, and the uncertain
response uniformity over a detector area as large as these
three elements combined. A gap of 0.002" between these ele-
ments permits the array supplier to cut-out and replace
elements in this section if necessary.
-29-
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The calculated width (the undispersed dimension) of the
array is 0.015". To this width has been added 0.002". This
addeA margin of s .nsiti.ve area ensures that most of the
energy at the detector plane is collected by the sensors,
allowing tolerances in the focal lengths of the secondary
optics (magnification ratio) , and allowing small, alignment
errors or slight misalignment across the operating temperature.
range. This added margin also eliminates reflection of the
,.
	
	
small amount of energy hitting the array plane on the gold
contact strips which are outside the active area.
The LN2 dewar is an all stainless steel pour-fill design.
it is preferred over a glass dewar with aluminum jacket princi-
pally because of its superior and predictable mechanical
stability at the array plane over the temperature range required.
A pour-fill rather than a closed cycle cryogenic supply system
was selected because of its simplicity and inherent reliability.
The dewar will have a low pressure relief cap to reduce tem-
perature variations of the LN2 as a function of operating
altitude. The dewar will require periodic re-evacuation to
maintain the required LN 2 hold time. The dewar will contain
an internal temperature sensor to detect the absence of LN2
and will permit a protective circuit to be incorporated which
will remove or inhibit the detector bias current and, there-
fore, eliminate potential damage to the array. As an additional
protective measure, the detector bias is produced from a high
impedance current source which is "self limited" to bias power
levels near the operating point selected.
specifications for a cooled bandpass optical filter are
'
	
	
also included with the array/dewar assembly. The purpose of
the cold filter is to block radiation outside the grating's
first order and to eliminate background radiation onto the
detector elements at wavelengths shorter than approximately
7 um.
s^
r
2.2.6. COLD STOP
Because the detector can directly view the scanner secon-
dary mirror, its mount and other support structures, an
auxiliary optical system to reimage these supports was inves-
tigated. This image would be blocked by a cold aperture
having transparent portions matching the teflectng surfaces
of the primary optics. This would require a separate dewar
and two windows in addition to at least two mirrors used for
reimaging. This concept was abandoned early in the design
study because of increased system complexity, reduced optical
throughput, and the detector would still view the spectrometer
housing. The addition of the cold stop would degrade rather
than enhance the overall, system performance. some of the
potential benefits of a cold stop can be achieved by using the
cooled optical bandpass filter directly over the detector
elements. Refer to the description of the detector array/dewar
assembly for a discussion of this option.
2.2.7. CONVERSION TO A 6 CHANNEL 1-2.5 um SPECTROMETER
Routine conversion of the TIME spectrometer .itself, to
measure other portions of the wavelength spectrum, is not
recommended because of the magnitude of the recalibration task
required after conversion. it is possible, however,, to convert
the T1MS system to a 6 channel spectrometer in the 1-2.5 um
wavelength region, or other wavelength regions for which a
suitable spectrometer can be built. However, the design of a
spectrometer for wavelengths other than 8-13 um was not inves-
tigated for this project.
Conversion to other spectrometers is possible because
the design of the TTMS spectrometer is rather independent of
the primary scanning system. The optical interface is at the
field stop and the mechanical interface is the thermally com-
pensated sled oa which the spectrometer is mounted and which
attaches to the scan head. By removing the entire spectrometer,
f
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with its field stop and mounting sled as one unit, reinstalla-
tion of this assembly onto the scan head may be accomplished
without recalibration. The spectral reflectance performance
of the primary optics is high and the quality of the optical
surfaces exceeds requirements for a 2.5 mrad system at any
wavelength between 0.4 um and 14 um.
To convert the system to collect other wavelength bands
would require removing the thermal infrared spectrometer
,w	 assembly, including its field stop and sled, and installing
a replacement spectrometer assembly with new sled and field
stop. Because the field stop is positioned on the primary
optical axis with locating pins, it is possible to exchange
spectrometers on the scan head without an alignment procedure
after such a procedure had initially been performed for each
unit.
2.2.8. ADAPTING THE TIMS SPECTROMETER TO THE RENDIX 24 CHANNEL
SCAN HEAD
This study investigated the use of the MSDS 24 channel
scanner system as the primary collecting optics for the TIMS
spectrometer, and concluded that the adaptation is not
feasible. The main drawbacks to the use of this scan head
are practical rather than theoretical. Its large size
(approximately 6' sq x 3' high), weight (approximately 600 lbs),
and high motor power requirements combine to make it incompat-
ible with small or medium sized aircraft. The optical encoder
on the motor shaft is of low resolution and accuracy compared
with the one proposed for TIMS. In addition, its long primary
focal length and f/5 telescope produce a field stop that is
0.090" sq for a 2.0 mrad IFOV. An optical demagnification of
6X is required in the spectrometer in order to produce an image
size at the detector plane that is compatible with the sensors
as defined for the TIMS system The small size of this array
is important for maximum performance of the system.
C
The Dall Kirkham primary telescope design used in the
24 channel scanner is relatively sensitive to movement of the
optical surfaces. Because of this, it was designed for opera-
tion in a restricted thermal environment. Finally, the scan
head is known to be in a disassembled and probably nonrecover-
able state.
2.3. SPECTROMETER MECHANICAL DESIGN
The spectrometer mechanical design is defined as encom-
passing all of the components needed to 1) support and locate
the optical elements in their proper positions; 2) provide the
alignment of these elements after assembly; 3) provide the
environmental security necessary to prevent physical damage
to the elements; and 4) maintain the location of the elements
over the full range of environmental conditions: Additionally,
an effort was made to accomplish this task with as simple an
implementation as practical. The resultant design includes a
combination of aluminum and invar steel mounting plates incor-
porated into a mechanical package that can be environmentally
sealed when not in operation. The optical elements and their
mounts are configured to be thermally compensated and also
rugged enough to withstand the environment of an unpressurized
aircraft. The alignment of the system has been carefully con-
sidered and provisions have been made for a laboratory procedure
to accomplish this. Each of these four design criteria will
be discussed in this section and a drawing of the completed
assembly is shown in Figure 11. NOTE: With regard to material
selection, all components are 6061T6 aluminum unless otherwise
stated and all Invar steel is Carpenter "Invar 36".
2.3.1. SUPPORT AND LOCATION OF THE OPTICAL ELEMENTS
The spectrometer mechanical design was concerned with the
location of the following items: 1) the field stop aperture;
2) the collimating mirror; 3) the diffraction grating; 4) the
imaging lens; and 5) the detector/dewar package. Each of these
elements requires a custom mounting arrangement.
-35-
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2.3.1.1. FIELD STOP.	 The aperture plate is fabricated from
`	 a: nickel plate .001" in thickness which is chemically etched to
1
	
	 obtain a clear aperture of .0325" square corresponding to system
IFOV of 2.5 mrad. The field stop (MP19010) is constructed by
cementing this aperture plate onto an aluminum supporting disk.
This field stop is then mounted on a machined aluminum tube,
the field stop holder (MP19010), which contains an alignment
pin to ensure that the field stop is in its correct rotational
orientation. The field stop is secured in this position by the
field stop retainer (MP19011).
The exter,' ^r of the field stop holder is threaded to fit
onto a field stop adjustment ring (MP19008). The field stop
holder and adjustment ring are then assembled into the grating
holder (MP19013) which is attached to the spectrometer housing
(AC19001). The field stop adjustment ring allows an adjustment
of ±.075° which permits the field stop to be placed precisely
in the focal plane of the primary optics. A sliding pin placed
between the field stop holder and the grating holder preserves
the correct rotational orientation of the aperture as the adjust-
ment ring is rotated. A locking screw is used to secure this
adjustment. All of the individual assemblies which are attached
to the primary thermal compensation sled, Figure 12, are made
of aluminum. This is consistent with the original design of
the scan head which is compensated to ensure that the aperture
will remain at the primary focus throughout the total range of
expected temperature variations.
2.3.1.2. COLLIMATING MIRROR. The off-axis paraboloidal mirror
(MP19015) must be mounted so that the optical axis of the
Y
	
	 parent paraboloid is centered in the field stop after the
primary focusing is completed. This can be accomplished by
correctly aligning the rotation of the off-axis segniezt and
also the segment's offset from the optical axis. This mount
also allows a means to adjust the distance between the field
stop and reference surface of the collimator.
)
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The collimator is fabricated to have a flange at its base
to facilitate mounting. The collimator is fitted into the
off-axis paraboloid mount (MP19005) and then secured with
three clamps (MP19006). These clamps are secured with screws
and Belleville washers and have a thin mylar surface where
they contact the mirror. The mounting plate is constructed of
Invar steel which has a low thermal coefficient of expansion
and, therefore, will not stress the mirror as the temperature
varies.
The paraboloid mount has two holes which are located
afto*- the collimator is manufactured and in conjunction with
a radial groove cut in the back surface of the mirror substrate
are used to align the mirror about its rotational axis'. The
mirror mount has two 3/16" locating dowels on its rear surface
which mate with a hole and a groove in the off-axis thermal
compensation slide (MP19004). This slide is made of aluminum
and the groove associated with the one locating pin will allow
for differential movement between the mount and slide as the
temperature varies. The exact position of the locating pins
are determined to thermally compensate the center of the mirror
with respect to the optical axis.
The compensation slide fits into the collimator mounting
base (MP19014). An alignment tab with a threaded hole provides
an adjustment between the slide and the base which is locked-
down with two screws after alignment. The collimator base
also provides a firm support base for the paraboloid mount
which is secured to the base with four screws and Belleville
washers. The slotted holes in the mirror mount allow differen-
tial expansion of the assembly to take place as the ambient
temperature varies, while the Belleville washers ensure that
the pieces have enough compression loading between them to
prevent vibration or movement in an undesired manner.
The collimator base is secured to the spectrometer housing
(AC19001) using Belleville washers and slotted holes to allow
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movement along the optical axis. The movement is constrained
by an Invar steel bar which is attached to the off-axis parabo-
loid base clamp (MP19007) on one end and pinned to the spec-
trometer housing on the other. The clamp has slotted holes
and a screw adjustment to move the paraboloid base in a con-
trolled fashion along the direction of the optical axis. After
this adjustment is made, screws are tightened to lock the clamp
M
to the base. The exact length of the bar is calculated to
provide thermal compensation for the mirror along its optical
axis. The collimator assembly is shown in Figure 13.
2.3.1.3. DIFFRACTION GRATING. The grating is located in a
highly congested area. The primary clear aperture, the field
stop assembly, the secondary mirror holder, and the aperture
cover are all in close proximity. The grating (MP19017) is
mounted in the grating holder (MP19013) between four front
surface mounting pads, which form the locating reference sur-
faces, and four spring retaining clips. This grating mount
allows the grating to be safely removed permitting access, to
the collimator's clear aperture during an alignment procedure,
if needed. The loading of the spring clips has been calculated
to account for all expected g-loading and vibrational forces
expected to be encountered. The grating is secured in its
mount by the grating holder cover (MP19001) which is used with
a gasket material to provide an environmental seal. The dif-
fraction grating assembly is shown in Figure 12.
2.3.1.4. IMAGING LENS. The imaging lens will have a stainless
steel housing (MP19022) designed to our specifications. The
lens will have a mounting flange which will be fastened directly
to the spectrometer housing (AC19001).
2.3.1.5. DETECTOR/DEWAR PACKAGE.	 The mounting of the
detector/dewar package has been designed to have adjustments
about three rotational axes and three translational axes as
illustrated in Figure 14. Until a vendor is chosen for the
detector/dewar package, the design in this area cannot be
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ifinalized. All of the alignment plates will be made of Invar
steel; at this point, no thermal compensation is designed into
the system. If the dewar is mane from a 300 series stainless
steel and mounted as shown in Figure 15, the expansion of the
dewar will compensate for the expansion of the Invar plate. 	 l
The final solution is unlikely to be this simple. When the 	 I
detector/dewar package is chosen, more information about the 	 j
variation in detector array position relative to the mounting
.,• surface will be known.
The roll/pitch/Z-axis adjustment will be accomplished by
three adjustment screws which separate the lens mount from the
roll/pitch plate (MP19003). These adjustments incorporate a
thin tuba mounted into a universal ball joint to effect the
required motion. These adjustments will allow a .100" tilt
in the plane of the detector array in two axes. The X-axis
adjustment plate (MP19018) allows ±.05" of adjustment and the
Y-axis adjustment plate (MP19019) allows ±.15" of adjustment.
These adjustment ranges are much larger if the roll./pitch axis
adj"stments are not set at their Limits. A rotational adjust-
ment plate (MP19020) will allow a ±2h° fine adjustment in the
rotational orientation of the detector/dewar package.
2.3.2. ALIGNMENT OF THE OPTICAL ELEMENTS
The alignment of the optical elements after the system is
assembled has been given considerable thought during the design
process. Although different candidate procedures have been
identified, the selection of the best method will be postponed
until more information is known about the problems. Laboratory
testing will be done using optics from the NASA 29 channel
spectrometer as well as using the actual optics purchased for
TIMS.
The two areas with the most uncertainty are: 1) alignment
of the collimator with respect to the field stop;: and 2) plac-
ing the sensors precisely at the image plane. However, the
. r.-
1	
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alignment of the field stop aperture with respect to the primary
paraboloid and the spectral alignment of the detector array as
well as the registration of the detector array onto the image
of the aperture also need to be considered.
2.3.2.1. FIELD STOP.. The alignment of the field stop aper-
ture can be accomplished by observing the electrical outputs
of the detector while scanning a bar target sized at the system
`	 IFOV. This primary focus adjustment is implemented by using
a spacial scanner wrench on the field stop adjustment rind.
The contrast of the image is than inferred by observing the
detector outwpmt on an oscilloscope; this should be an indica-
tion of the value of the modulation transfer function at the
system resolution. Adjusting the field stop to maximize con-
trast will place it at the optimum focus of the primary optical
system.
2.3.2.2. COLLIMATOR. once the field stop is focused with
respect to the primary optics, the whole spectrometer can be
removed from the scan head and the off-axis collimating
paraboloid aligned. The difficulty with aligning the off-axis
paraboloid is that the location of its vertex is not within
the perimeter of the segment and its location, therefore, is
unknown. A procedure for finding this vertex after the segment
has been cored out of the parent paraboloid has been described
by Mitchell Ruda of Talandix Research Corporation 4 . A portion
of this technique will be used. Specifically, a method of
locating the parent vertex will be employed which requires
a	that various operations and measurements be performed by the
paraboloid vendor before and after removal of the segment from
the parent paraboloid.
As shown in Figure 16, a V groove will be machined in
the back surface of the parent paraboloid at a radial distance
from the vertex. The radius of this groove should be approxi-
mately equal to the distance to the center of the cored section
from the parent vertex. The exact radius is not important;
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however, it must be measured accurately after the groove is
cut and before the section is cored. When this measurement is
known, two holds will be located in a paraboloid mount (MP19005)
at the exact radial distance from the desired portion of the
parent vertex. These holes will be temporarily filled with
spring loaded steel balls that will fit into the V groove on
the paraboloid only when it is oriented correctly. The correct
rotational orientation of the paraboloid will then be defined
and the mirror will be clamped in place. The tilt of the y
 sec-
tion will be determined by closely controlling the manufacture
of the mirror and the other assemblies in the spectrometer.
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FIGURE 16. OFF-AXIS PARABOLA V GROOVE ILLUSTRATION
The mirror also needs to be located with respect to the
field step. The parameter of importance here is that the
vortex of the parent mirror (i.e., the optical axis) be pozi-
tioned on a line intersecting the center of the field stop
aperture and forming the proper angle of 25 0 with a Line
normal to the grating surface. The best method to properly
locate they vertex of the paraboloid on this line is unknown
t	
at this time. Some of the candidate methods are: 1) Illumi-
nate the parabola with an expanded visible laser beam which
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has been carefully aligned to 25 0 with respect to the line
normal to the grating surface.	 This can be accomplished by
removing the grating and mounting the laser fixture to the
grating mounting pads.	 The paraboloid adjustment in the
radial direction is then made while observing the focused rt
laser beam in the field stop aperture with an alignment tele-
scope; and 2) Measure the distances along known references on
the spectrometer and scat the paraboloid vertex on this line
as determined by the information given by the paraboloid
vendor and the mechanical design details. 	 The adjustment of
the paraboloid focus can be made using either of these methods.
2.3.2.3.	 DiFFRACTION GRATING.	 The diffraction grating loca-
tion is fixed and no alignment is needed.
2.3.2,4.	 IMAGING LENS.	 The location of the. imaging lens is r
fixed and no alignment is needed.
2.3.2.5. DETECTOR/RN R ASSEMBLY. This assembly is likely to
be the most difficult to align. The procedures for aligning
the other components, while not simple, have the potential
advantage of using visible light and, therefore, the human
eye to help the process. Beyond the imaging lens, only infra-
red energy is available (or useful) to accomplish the align-
ment; therefore, the sensors themselves must be used. The
technique of aligning, focusing, and spectrally calibrating
the detector array is Likely to -involve several iterative
steps; the sequence of which will be determined experimentally.
Spectral alignment and initial array focus can be achieved
by combinations of field stops, optical filters, and mirror(s)
at the grating plane. Replacing the grating with a mirror
produces an undispersed image of the field stop at the image
plane. By altering the angle of this mirror with respect to
the collimator, the image can be positioned to correspond to
any equivalent spectral band at the image plane. With the
normal square field stop in place and the mirror positioned
to illuminate one of the square detector elements, an
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approximate focus and spectral calibration may be found by
moving the array until the signal from this element is maxi-
mized. A more accurate spectral alignment would involve
refinement of this technique such as;
1. Replacing the square field stop with a slit
0.004 11 x 0.032" oriented to place the smal4,r
dimension in the dispersing direction at the
image plane.
2. Placing a mirror at the grating plane, properly
angled to place the field stop image at the
10.2 pm wavelength position, which is the center
of the central gap in the detector array.
3. By observing the outputs of bands 4 and 5, the
array may be accurately positioned so that all
of the energy from the field stop slit falls
onto the inactive area between these elements
(image size will be .0.002" x 0.015").
For greater accuracy, chromatic aberrations from the
imaging lens may be reduced by limiting the wavelength at the
image plane with a bandpass filter placed ahead of the lens.
The successful method of alignment, focusing, and cali-
bration will probably involve refinements and iterations of
these techniques.
2.3.3. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
The spectrometer described in this report will be operated
in a high altitude aircraft in an unpressurized environment.
During as--ent and descent, large variations in pressure and
temperature will occur. one of the likely occurrences will be
an aircraft operation at high altitudes where the scanner will
be subject to low pressures and low temperatures. Then, an
immediate descent to an airport will return the scanner to
sea level pressure and warm humid air. Under these conditions,
it is almost certain that the scanner temperature will be
below the dew point of the air and; therefore, condensation
will occur. This condensation can have potentially harmful
effects on the system performance and reliability.
The mirrors are coated with an aluminum surface and then
overcoated with a silicon monoxide protective layer. The
lens elements have anti-reflective coatings on them. These
coatings are susceptible to temporary and permanent damage
from moisture. This will be especially true of the grating
:Ance any cleaning of its surface is likely to cause damage.
Any contamination of the optical surfaces by hydrocarbons
will be detrimental to the intended use of the scanner because
of their selective spectral absorption bands. Therefore, con-
siderat.', on has been given to methods of preventing such damage
to the system.
The most obvious method would be to completely seal the
system from the environment. The optical entrance apertures
are obvious places to consider. Sealing the primary entrance
aperture would require a carefully ground and corrected germanium
window at least 7.5 11 x 21 11 in size and thick enough to with-
stand a large pressure differential. Sealing the entrance
aperture to the spec l,.rometer would require a smaller window;
however, its location in the focal plane of the primary optics
would be unacceptable. Neither one of these methods appears
to be practical; therefore, the solution that we have adopted
is to purge the spectrometer during aircraft descent and to
seal the unit when it is not operating.
The spectrometer is, therefore, designed to be a sealed
unit with two openings. one opening is, of course, the field
stop aperture. This opening has a pivoting cover with a
sealing gasket and is electrically operated. This cover would
normally be in place whenever the scanner is not being operated.
The other opening is a connector for 1/4 1' diameter Tygono
tubing.
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At this point the exact operation of the system is unde-
fined. The tubing could be connected to an expendable source
of dry nitrogen gas or it may be connected to a filter and
desiccant. The spectrometer could also be fitted with a dif-
ferential pressure sensor and two temperature sensors. One
temperature sensor would be mounted internally to the spectro-
meter in a location with a high thermal mass. The other sensor
would have very low thermal mass and sense the ambient tempera-
.	 ture. The pressure sensor could ue used to detect any small
negative pressure differentials between the inside of the
spectrometer and the ambient and then activate the nitrogen gas
purge. The temperature sensors would detect when the spectro-
meter temperature has reached within 1 0 C of ambient and turnoff
the nitrogen and close the field stop aperture cover.
Alternately, a manual system could be employed which would
require the operator to close the field stop aperture at operat-
ing altitude before descent. Then the spectrometer would become
filled with the atmosphere through the filter and desiccant.
Some combination of these ideas could be implemented. However,
we have provided some means to accomplish the protection of
the spectrometer optics even though the actual implementation
has not been completed.
These are some of the ideas presently being considered
and no firm decision has been made.
2.3.4. THERMAL COMPENSATION
During the design of this spectrometer, special considera-
tion had to be given to shifts in alignment which could be
caused by changes in the ambient temperature. Two approaches
were considered: 1) provide a stable thermal environment for
the whole spectrometer; or 2) thermally compensate for move-
ments encountered by mechanical means.
The first approach simplifies the spectrometer design
task, but places a significant burden on the aircraft support
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system. Because of this and because the primary telescope
design is already compensated, it was decided to also compen-
sate the spectrometer design. The basic approach, which will
be covered in detail in the following sections, is to utilize
the difference in linear coefficients of thermal expansion of
the differing materials. The selected matcrials were aluminum
(6061T6) and Invar, a high nickel alloy steel. The coefficients
of expansion of these materials vary from batch to batch by
i15%. It will be shown that these variations have a negligible
effect on the design. Because the Invar steel is difficult to
machine, it is used in the design only where its thermal
characteristics are essential. In the subsequent sections, the
values of the coefficients of Invar and aluminum will be
assumed to be:
Aluminum: aA = 21.7 (10-6 ) in. in. - ' °K-1
Invar: aA = 1.35 (10-6 ) in. in." °K- 1
The concepts implemented in this thermal compensation
method have been used successfully by Daedalus and proven in
practice with the AADS1280 scanner system delivered to NASA in
November, 1979. The AADS1280 scanner system has an IFOV of
0.54 mrad and the tolerances on the position of the optical com-
ponents over temperature are of the same magnitude as those
needed in the TIMS spectrometer.
2.3.4.1. FIELD STOP. The field stop is mounted in an all-
aluminum holder which is attached to the thermal compensation
sled of the primary optics. The scan head design allows dif-
ferential movement of the primary paraboloid, the compensation
sled, and the secondary mirror mount. These movements will
ensure that the field stop aperture remains in the focal plane
of the primary optical system. The compensation sled is, in
fact, part of the spectrometer housing thereby ensurin g that
thermal compens^,ition of the spectrometer can be effected
independently of the primary compensation.
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2.3.4.2. COLLIMATOR LATERAL COMPENSATION. The collimator is
constructed from Zerodure, a glass=like ceramic with excellent
dimensional characteristics. The thermal coefficient of linear
expansion is extremely small, a. = .08 (10- 6 ) in. in. -1 °K-1.
This low coefficient of expansion means that it will maintain
its proper curvature over the temperature range and will also
create a minimum amount of stress in its Invar mount.
+
	
	 The Invar collimator mounting plate is fastened to an alu-
minum sliding compensation bar and supported by the paraboloid
base. Each of these pieces is designed with slotted sections,
locating pins, and fastened together using slotted holes and
Belleville washers w»th the fasteners. This arrangement pro-
vides the necessary thermal compensation to keep the mirror in
its proper position relative to its optical axis. Consider
the assembly as shown in Figure 13. Line AB, the optical axis
of the full (parent) paraboloid, is the reference plane for
the assembly. The center of the collimator is required to
remain at a constant distance from this optical axis. This
distance is referred to as R  and is calculated to be 2.837".
If the collimator were mounted using aluminum materials,
a shift in the location of the center of the mirror from the
axis, over an 80°K change in temperature, would be:
RM aA AT = 2.837 • 21.7 • 10`" 6 • 80 = .005"
The collimator mounting plate cannot be constructed from alu-
minum because the large difference between aA and a  would
produce stresses that would distort the optical surface and
possibly crack the substrate. If the collimator mounting
plate is made from Invar, pinned on the optical axis and main-
tains a sliding interface along the remainder of its surface,
the shift can be reduced to:
RM aA AT = 2.857 • 1.35 • 10-6 • 80
	.0003".
t
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' This magnitude of shift would be acceptable; however, once the
locating pin and the W ling mount are designed, a slight
change in the pin location can result in a theoretical zero
shift in mirror position as a function of temperature.
Referring to Fo,gure 13, the aluminum parabola bar (MP19004)
is solidly attached to the aluminum base (MP19014). The invar
mirror mount (MP19005) is fastened to the slide at the pin locationk
on line CD displaced at a distance X from the optical axis AB.
The center of the mirror is, therefore, located at a distance Y
from the optical axis as shown in Equation (1).
Y =- XA +XI +RM .	 (1)
We can now consider the initial condition to some tempera-
ture (+25 0
 for instance); at this temperature, XA = XI and
RM = 2.837. Now if we examine the partial differential of Y
with respect to temperature, we obtain Equation (2):
ay
DT - XA aA + XI a  + M ai .
	 (2)
If we consider all other variables to be constant, then the
change in the mirror position is represented by Equation (3):
AY = - XA aA AT + XI aI AT + Rf a  AT.	 (3)
If we now set 8Y/8T to be zero and solve for the distance X,
using Equation (2), we find:
X = - lit aI 	 2.837(1.35) • 10-6 _ . 189".(aA aT)	 (21.7-1.35)	 10-6
If we set the distance X as .189", the center of the mirror
will.. always remain 2.837" from the optical axis if it can be
assumed that: 1) the coefficients of expansion are linear over
the temperature range; 2) the coefficients used in the calcu-
lation represent the actual materials used; 3) the pin location
Y
is as calculated; and 4) the pieces slide freely with zero
stress buildup. In reality, we can say that none of these
assumptions are true; but we can examine the sensitivity to
these sources of error by taking the partial derivative of
Equation (3) with respect to the variables of interest. For
example, the manufacturer's data sheets for the Invar steel
indicate that the coefficient a  can vary by il5% over the
temperature range of -50 to +100°C. The partial. derivative
•„,	 of Equation (3) with respect to a  is:
a AY = XI AT + RM AT.
_T
Therefore, a variation of +15% in a  from 1.35 to 1.55 would
yield a change in the perfect compensation (AY 0) equal to
XI AT Aa I + R  AT Aa I . This can be evaluated over an 80°K
temperature change to be only (2.837 + ,189 1')(80°K)(.2 in. in. -1
°K-1 = . 000048". In a like manner, the sensitivities to pin
locations and non-linear coefficients can be shown to be
negligible. The stress buildup and deflection of the pieces
due to the coefficient of sliding friction has not been evaluated;
but is likely to be small because all sliding parts will be
Teflone coated to minimize frictional forces.
2.3.4.3. COLLIMATOR AXIAL COMPENSATION. The rationale for and
the design of the thermal compensation used to maintain the
collimator's position along the optical axis is similar to
that discussed in Section 2.3.4.2. The back of the paraboloid
base (MP19015), line EF, serves as a reference plane as shown
in Figure 17. The distance between this reference plane (Line
EF) and the field stop should be kept constant as a function
of temperature. An equation for this distance can be written
and is presented as Equation (4):
f = distance from base to field stop = Z  + Q  - WA 	 (4)
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as
When this equation is differentiated with respect to tempera-
ture and evaluated assuming all variables are constant, then:
Af - (Z A -WA) aA AT + Q, a, AT.	 (5)
By setting Af equal to zero and knowing the focal plane of the
mirror, the distances ZA and WA , Equation (5) can be solved to
find the distance Q V Once these pin locations on the Invar
bar are determined, the assembly will be perfectly thermally
compensated in axial position within the same limitations dis-
cussed in Section 2.3.4.2.
2.3.4.4. DIFFRACTION GRATING. The diffraction grating is
placed in the optical system so that it receives the coll.,,,rated
energy from the paraboloid. Therefore, the distance between
the paraboloid and the grating can be allowed to vary without
adverse effects. The angle between the collimated energy and
the normal to the surface of the grating is important. This
angle is determined by the precise machining of the supporting
structure. Since all the materials that determine the angle
are constructed of the same material (aluminum), the angles
will not change as a function of temperature.
2.3.4.5. IMAGING LENS. The imaging lens will be purchased as
a complete assembly and will be internally compensated with
respect to focal changes over the required temperature range.
As with the grating, the lens input is a collimated beam so
that the distance between it and the grating is not critical.
The angle between the lens and the grating is critical, but
will remain constant over the temperature range since all of
the components determining this angle are fabricated from the
same type of aluminum.
2.3.4.6. DETECTOR/DEWAR PACKAGE. The mounting of the detector/
dewar package with respect to the imaging lens is very critical
to the system performance. The detector plane is at the focus
of a fast (f.8) lens and because of the large cone angle of
the rays, a focal shift of greater. than ±.0005" would be
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excessive (reference Section 2.2.4). As stated in Section
2.3.4.5, the lens focal plane will be thermally compensated
with respect to a reference point on the lens cell. The
detector/dewar package will be a stainless steel vacuum dewar
with a mounting ring which serves as a reference (see Figure 15).
At this point the thermal characteristics of the dewar are
unknown. The specification for the detector/dewar package
requires that the vendor furnish us with the required informa-
tion on the thermal properties of the package as a part of the
contract. We have specified that the dewar be fitted with a
pressure relief valve to maintain a constant pressure; hence,
a constant temperature within the dewar. However, dimensions
of the outside jacket of the dewar will vary with ambient tem-
perature. The internal support to the cold finger may also
vary in length since it will see a changing thermal gradient
across its length. We suspect that parts of the detector/dewar
mount will need to be redesigned after we receive the necessary
information from the detector vendor.
2.4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
An infrared imaging device that uses a photon detector
records a signal that is proportional to the number of photons
per unit time. In the absence of a signal., the system is said
to record only noise. An AC system will record the fluctua-
tions  about the average background radiance. The targets
currently of interest will have a change in radiance from
both temperature and emissivity. The targets will be larger
than the IFOV and the recorded signal will correspond to the
radiance. Several expressions describe the ability of an
infrared system to sense a change in radiant power. We will
use only signal to noise ratio (SNR), and noise equivalent
temperature difference (NETD).
High performance photoconductive MCT detectors have a
quantum efficiency of near unity. The detector is capable
of background limited per ormance. A standard expression to
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calculate SNR uses quantum efficiency, cutoff wavelength,
and incident background flux. The detector specification
requires D* to be equal to or greater than a minimum value
for each spectral, channel. At this time the detector cutoff
wavelengths and the cold shield geometry cannot be defined.
Lacking this information, the SNR expression is derived based
on known information and conservative estimates of optical
throughput.
An expression using power in place of photon flux allows
direct calculation of SNR without the need of detector cutoff
wavelength. The expression may be written as:
^?aLSNR = ToTav sin AJLAf
	
T( X)G(X)D*(A) T (X)dA AT
X2
where
sin A - 1/2 f/N for an aplanatic lens or one that is nearly so
To - opt.: cal transmission
T  = atmospheric transmission
Ad = detector area
At - electrical noise bandwidth
T(A) = cold filter transmission
G(A) = grating efficiency
D* M = detector figure of merit
8T () = radiance temperature contrast
Detector D* measurements are a function of incident back-
ground photon flux density and viewing geometry. Given the
background temperature during this measurement, an equivalent.
D* can be calculated for a different background temperature.
Assuming the detector view geometry is filled by either back-
ground, the calculation can proceed as follows:
D(T2) = D (TI) PB^PB(T2) .
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The PB(T) terms represent photon sterance, the D(T)
terms represent D*, and T is the temperature in Kelvin. This
ratio expression will be used to calculate D* for both scanner
housing background temperatures different than 300K and cold
filter background blocking. It will be assumed that all back-
ground surfaces, including the lens, have unit emissivity.
As a result of this last assumption, calculated D* values will
be lower than actual system performance may indicate. The
.,	 reason for taking this approach is the lack of firm geometric
information about the cold shield and dewar. Without knowing
the cold shield geometry, it is impossible to calculate the
detector view angle along the array :length.
Four values of photon sterance are listed below and will
be used to calculate D *4
Lq (.1,14,300) m 3.69 x 10 photons see- 1 cm' 2 sr-1
Lid (.1,14,343) = 7.02 x 10 photons see r cm-z sr-1
Lq ( 8,14,300) ft 3.01 x 10 photons see- 1 cm" sr-
Lq ( 8,14,343) = 5.30 x 10 photons sec- 1 cm`z sr-1
The parenthetical numbers indicate short wavelength, long wave-
length, and Kelvin temperature.
All of the wavelength dependent terms will be evaluated
for each spectral, band and the integral will be approximated
by forming an average product for each band. Figure 18 shows
the transmission characteristic of a typical wide bandpass
filter. The selected average transmission is shown in Table 9.
The grating efficiency of Figure 4 and D* of the detector
specification are also tabularized. The remaining wavelength
,•	 dependent term, radiance contrast, was evaluated by integration
over each wavelength band. This assumes that the other terms,
or their averages, are constant over the integration interval..
optical transmission can be evaluated on a per surface
basis. Starting with the scanner, an average transmission
3
factor is calculated by dividing the active area by the total
J..a:	
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area (36/44.18) = 0.81. Typical mirror reflectance is 0.95;
we have four surfaces: scan mirror, primary, folding flat, and
collimator. The result is 0.95 4 = 0.81. Next is the three
element A/R coated germanium lens. Each element will have a
transmission greater than 0.92 or a total transmission of
0.92 3 = 0.78. The total optical transmission is 0.81 x 0.81 x
0.78 = 0.5168. The dewar window is not considered here since
it is included in the D* specification.
The detector array sees a f/0.8 beam on each element.
A totally transparent atmosphere is assumed.
Table 9 shows the results of calculations based on these
assumptions. Energy losses from image degradation of 50% would
not exceed the system sensitivity requirement of 0.3°K per
channel. These calculations show adequate sensitivity to meet
or exceed all contract specifications.
The wavelength selected for peak grating efficiency is a
compromise between high efficiency in the 0.4 um wide spectral
bands and sufficient energy at 12.2 Um. A good balance is
found if the grating is blazed for 9.1 um. Calculation of
blaze angle for the 12 groove/mm grating for incident angle = 25°
is:
9.1 x .012 - sin (25) = sin (D); D - -18.265°.
The negative sign indicates that the incident and dif-
fracted beams are on opposite sides of the grating normal.
Blaze Angle = (25 + (-18.265)]/2 = 3.367°.
A tolerance of ±0.1 0 is acceptable.
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2.5. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A complete Thermal Infrared Multispectral Scanner system
(TIMS) contains the major components shown in Figure i g . Of
these components this study concentrates on the spectrometer
and the scan head. An overview of the remaining components
will help to visualize the complete system.
The bulk of video signal processing is performed by the
digitizer. It accepts the six analog data signals from the
e .
spectrometer preamplifiers, converts them to a digital repre-
sentation, combines them with significant auxiliary data, and
encodes them into a format suitable for use with high density
tape recording. Functions within the digitizer are controlled
by timing signals originating at the scan motor optical encoder
and processed by the video synchronizer within the operator con-
sole. The encoder signal synchronizes all video sampling and
other crit, g=al timing sequences.
The operator console also contains function controls and
a monitor oscilloscope. circuits that adjust the speed and con-
trol the stability or the scan motor are contained in the
controller and power distributor. Also within this unit is
circuitry for monitoriz,g and controlling the thermal reference
sources-i on the scan head. Aircraft roll stabilization of the
data is performed in the digitizer using a signal generated by
the gyro and conditioned in the operator console.
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3
CONCLUSIONS
t
	
	
This study concludes that a multispectral scanner system
operating in the thermal infrared wavelength region is feasible
r	 and practical,, utilizing the Daedalus Enterprises, Inc. ABDE116
scan head design. The study provides the following answers to
questionD or tasks outlined in the Statement of Work.
1. The use of a cold stop placed at a focal point in the
••	 spectrometer will not improve the system performance (Section
2.2.6) .
2. The requirements for the collimator, grating, array
lens, and MCT array have been analyzed and specifications
written for each (Section 5).
3. The study has considered the following parameters:
a) the optical layout (Section 2.2.3); b) optical surface qual-
ity (Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.9); and c) optical positioning
tolerances and their affect on NETD, channel crosstalk and
spectral purity (Section 2.3.9).
9. The study has investigated the trade-offs in the
specifications for the sensor array (Section 2.2.5) and
generated vendor specifications for a 6--element photoconductive
MCT array/dewar assembly. This array is ',he heart of the
spectrometer and its performance will determine the final system
sensitivity performance. The specifications generated are
stringent but are considered feasible by several detector
vendors without pushing the state of the art.
5. The study concluded that temperature compensation is
required in the design of the mechanical assembly and within
the imaging lens assembly itself in order to i,dintain the
desired performance (Section 2.2.9)1 this was included in the
design.
6. The method of mounting all optical elements was
analyzed. Mounting schemes were designed that consider both
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performance criteria and methods of achieving alignment
(Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2). Many of the mechanical components
will require precision machining to close tolerances by a
skilled craftsman to meet the system performance requirements.
Achieving this precision in the manufacturing process permits
minimizing the number of adjustments and, therefore, produces
°
	
	 a more stable assembly. The array dewar should be metal for
thermal compensation design; it should have a pressure relief
valve on the LN2 chamber. The array should be cold shielded
to the extent that the optic system permits.
7. The system can be rapidly converted to a 6-band
1-2.5 um scanner, or ether wavelength bands for which a suit-
able spectrometer can be designed (Section 2.2.7). The design
of other spectrometers was not investigated.
B. The design of the ABDE116 scan head has been success-
fully modified to accommodate the IR spectrometer and thermal
reference sources (Section 2.1.2). The changes required do not
disturb the basic design and thermal compensation of the head.
9. A theoretical sensitivity analysis (NETD) was per-
formed on the system, considering all significant component
parameters; its result indicates the system will surpass a
sensitivity goal of NETD < 0.3°C in each band by a considerable
margin (Section 2.9). The magnitude by which this calculated
sensitivity exceeds the required sensitivity gives a high
degree of confidence that the required sensitivity can be
achieved by a working instrument.
.'	 10. Adapting this spectrometer design to the Bendix MSDS
,•	 29 channel optical head is not feasible (Section 2.3.8).
The complete system as designed under this contract would
have the following specifications:
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Number of Spectral Rands ............ 6
Wavelength & NETD (@ 25°C)	 8 . 2 - 8.6 um < 0.3 °C
8.6 - 9.0 pm t 0.3°C
9.0 - 9.4 µm < 0.3%
9.4 - 10.2 um < 0.3%
10.2 - 11.2 um < 0.3 °C
11.2 - 12.2 um < 0.3°C
Primary Collecting Aperture
Diameter ............................ 7.5 in.
Effective Optical Aperture	 361n. z
^.	 Focal Length ....................... 13 in.
Scan Rate (seZeetable) ................ 7.3; 8.7; 12 and 25 scans/sec.
V/H ........................... . ..... .018; .021; .030; .062
Digitized Field of View
	 > 60°
Unvignetted Field of View
	
> 800
Instantaneous Field of View ......... 2.5 mrad
Roll Correction ..................... ±150
Reference Sources ...................
Digitization of Video ...............
HDDT Packing Density ................
Required Power ......................
Environmental:
Scan Head .........................
Electronic Consoles ...............
2 controlled thermal. blackbodies
750 words/frame; 8 bit binary,
10,000 BPI (Bi-0-L coding)
28 VDC; 2600 VA
Temperature	 Altitude
-55°C to +50°C	 0-46,000 ft.
-10°C to +50°C
	
0-15,000 ft.
4
RECOMMENDATIONS
Since the conclusions based on the data presented in the
report show that the AADS1285 will meet all of the objectives
of the TIMS system as defined by JPL and NASA/NSTL, it is
recommended that this sytem be fabricated and delivered to
NASA as proposed by Daedalus under Contract NAS13-170.
The delivery of the AADS1285 system will give NASA and JPL
an operational multispectral data collection capability that
will be limited to the six thermal infrared bands specified.
Iiowever, the design of the ABDE190 spectrometer allows this
prealigned optical assembly to be removed from the scan head
containing the primary optics and replaced without the need
for realignment. This modularity indicates that it is feasible
to design and build a series of interchangeable spectrometers
for this scanner system. One such spectrometer could include
the 1-2.5 um bands which JPL has expressed an interest. Con-
sideration should be given to funding additional effort to
evaluate these options.
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5
DESIGN PARAMETERS
5.1. OPTICAL COMPONENTS SPECIFICATIONS
Collimator Specifications
Type .............4..46.6........ Off-axis paraboloidal mirror
Effective Focal Length (EFL) 0000 6.40" 1 0.021'
Optical Surface Accuracy	 96% of the energy from a collimated
source that fills the clear aperture
into a circle of confusion no larger
than 0.0005" at the focal plane
Substrate ........0064........... Zerodure manufactured by Schott
Optical Glass
Back surface flat is reference surface
and must be Perpendicular to OA within
0°1' [refer to Drawing #190B016]
Clear Aperture	 ................
 4 050" minimum
Coating ...0... .................. Clear aperture shall be aluminized and
overcoated with protective substance.
Reflectance shall be 95% or greater
between the wavelengths of 8.0 & 12.5 dun
Testing ..................00,,0,0. EFL must be measured to within 0.001"
Radius of radial V-groove must be mea-
sured to within #0.001"
Distance from back reference plane to
focal point must be measured to within
0.001"
Results of these measurements to be sup-
plied with part
Diffraction Grating Specifications
Substrate Size ..................
•°	 Substrate Material ..............
Ruling ..........................
Incident Angle ..................
Blaze Angle ...
Blaze Wavelength ................
Efficiency ......................
Wavelengths of Operation 	 .....
4.500" x 4.500" x 0.235"
ZerodurO
12 grooves per millimeter; parallel to
edge of substrate 0.50
25° from normal
3.370 t 0.100
9.1 um
90% at 9.1 pm
8.2 to 12.2 pm
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Imaging Lens Specifications
Lens Type	 ....................... Germanium triplet - modification of
V search Optical. Systems Group
P/N RGG-003V
Focal Length
	 .................... 75 mm ± 1 mm
f/N
	 ............................. 0.62
A/R Coating	 ..................... Each element surface shall be coated
.. with 11EA0 coating process by Optical
Coating Laboratories, Inc. to maximize
transmission throughout the 8.2 to
12.2	 m wavelength region.	 Alternate,
equivalent coatings may be used with
permission.
Lens Housing	 .................... Refer to Drawing #190D025
Back Focal Length (BFL) 	 ......... 0.75" ± 0,05' from reference surface A
on Drawing #190D025
Temperature Compensation ........ BFL shall change by less than 0.0005"
from its nominal, value across a tem-
perature range of -55% to +50°C
Field	 of View	 ................... *115''
Resolution* On-Axis	 ............. 40 pm
Resolution* Off-Axis	 ........0... 60 pm
*84% of the energy from a collimated source shall fall within
a circle of the sp.cified diameter at the focal. plane.
Detector ArraylDewar Assembly Specifications
Detector Type ................... Photoconductive Mercury-Cadmium-
Telluride (MCT)
Temperature ..................... .55 0 C to +50%
Altitude ........................ 0 to 50,000 ft.
Element Sizes	 Refer to Drawing #190B001-A
Detect'ivities .......0.0......... cm-Hz -W-1	 10 10 minimums as follows;
Element #
	
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
Bands a jim
	
8.2-8.6	 8.6-9.0	 9.0-9.4	 9.4-10.2	 10.2-11.2	 11.2-12.2
D*/10 10	 2.7	 2.8	 2.9	 1.8	 1.9	 1.8
Detector /System Electrical Band-
width ......................... DC to 50 KHz (-3 db)
Detector Field of View .......... With respect to normal at center of
detector element. 0 = ± 38.68° ± 1/2°
(to accept beam from. lens with f/N = .8).
The entire array shall be restricted to
this field of view by a cold shield
where possible
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Optical Filter .................. A LN2 cooled bandpass optical filter shall
cover the entire field of view of the
array. The filter shall have a cut-on
wavelength of 7.8 pm and a cut-off wave-
length of 12.6 pm (5% transmission points).
The performance (,f the filter shall equal
or exceed the following;
Transmission > 70% absolute 8.2-12.2 pm
Transmission 37 80%  average 8.2-12.2 pm
Transmission .1% absolute 4.0 7.0 pm
Transmission < 1% absolute 2.0-- 4.0 pm
Transmission	 .1: absolute 13.0-16 pm
The above specifications apply at 77°K in
a vacuum environment. Spectral conform-
ance will be based on a witness piece.
Daedalus will supply the filters if vendor
so desires. In tha' case, vendor to sup-
ply filter dimensions to Daedalus within
1 month ARO. Daedalus to supply filters
7 months ARO.
Dewar ........................... Pour fill LN2 dewar with holding time > 6
hours. (Suggest Cryogenics Associates
metal dewar IR-13X or equivalent with a
5 psi pressure relief cap on the dewar
chamber.)
Dewar Window .................... Germanium, with Optical Coating Labs.,
Inc. HEAD anti-reflection coating or
equivalent for high transmission between
8 and 13 pm.
Mechanical
	 The center of the array shall be in the
center of the dewar reference surface
within 0.015".
Rotational Orientation ...... .,.. Array shall have a fixed orientation in
the dewar with respect to either an iden-
tification mark on the dewar or with
respect to a fixed feature of the dewar
such as the connector pattern. If the
fill port is off center, then element ail
must be aligned with the fill port .:enter
r	 Line with t10° tolerance.
LN 2 Sensor	 Sensor for low LN2 signal (suggest
silicon diode).
Connectors ...................... Omni Spectra #OSM-242-8227 connectors pro-
vided for all electrical./electronic con-
nections.,
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Dewar Data ......»..»»»»»»,....., Supply data on thermal coefficient of
movement between dewar Mounting surface
and the detector array G weeks ARO.
Testing	 Tests performed and data furnished for 	 i
D* vs bias, velative spectral response,
and responsivity vs bias for each element.
5.2. LIST OF PARTS DRAWINGS
ABOE117 Scan Head (TIMS)
MP11701 Hot Blackbody Outer Plate, Drawing #117CO01
^ MP11702 Cool Blackbody beat Sink, Drawing ##117C002
MP11703 Reference Surface Plate, Drawing ##117C003
MP11704 Cold Blackbody Top Plate, Drawing ##117CO04
MP11705 Cold Blackbody Insulator, Drawing ##117B005
MP11706 Cold Blackbody Mounting Bar, .600 thick, Drawing ##117BOO6
MP11707 Cold Blackbody Mounting Bar, .800 thick, Drawing ##117B007
MP11708 Not Blackbody Insulators, Drawing ##117B008
MP11709 Secondary mirror Mount, Drawing ##117DO09
MP11710 Thermal Compensation Sled, Drawing ##117DO10
MP11711 Scanner Support Beam, Drawing ##117D011
ABDE190 Spectrometer (TIMS
MTTIMSI. TIMS Detector Array, Drawing 11190BOOIA
MP19001 Grating Holder Cover, Drawing ##190BOO2
MP19002 Collimator Thermal Comp. Bar, Drawing ##190B003
MP1.9004 Paraboloid Thermal Slide, Drawing ##190B005
MP19005 Off-Axis Paraboloid Mount;, Drawing ##190B006
MP19006 Paraboloid Clamp, Drawing ##19013007
MP19007 Paraboloid Base Clamp, Drawing ##190B008
MP19008 Field Stop Adjustment Ring, Drawing ##19013009
RP19009 Field Stop Cover with Seal, Drawing ##19OB010
MP19010 field Stop Holder, Drawing ##190B011
MP19011 Field Stop Retainer, Drawing 9#190BO12
MP19012 Retainer Springs, Drawing ##190B013
MP19033 Retainer Springs, Drawing ##190B013
MP19013 Grating Holder, Drawing !#190DO14
MP19014 Collimator Base, Drawing ##190DO15
MP19015 Off-Axis Paraboloid, Drawing ##190B016
MP19016 Field Stop, Drawing ##190DO17
MP19017 Diffraction Grating, Drawing ##190DO18
AC19001 Housing Assembly Details, Drawing ##190DO19
MP19003 Roll. /Pittb Plate, Drawing ##190D020
MP19018 X-Axis Adjustment Plate, Drawing ##190DO21
MP19019 Y-Axis Adjustment Plate ) Drawing ##190D022
MP19021 Dewar Mounting Plate, Drawing ##190DO24
MP19022 Lens Assembly Outline, Drawing ##190DO25
MP19023 Collimator Access Cover, Drawing ##190D026
MV19024 Collimator Base Plate, -Drawing ##190DO27
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MP19025 Housing Plate, Drawing #190D028
MP19026 Housing Plate, Drawing #190D028
MP19027 Housing Plate, Drawing #190D028
MP19028 Housing Plate, Drawing #190D028
MP19029 Housing Plate, Drawing #190D028
MP19030 Housing Plate, Drawing #190D028
MP19031 P-R--Z Adjustment Post, Drawing #190D029
MP19032 P-R-Z Adjustment Wheel, Drawing #1908030
MP19033 P-R-Z Adjustment Spring Washer, Drawing #190B031
ABDE190 TIMS Assembly, Drawing #190D032
MP19034 Dewar Mount Assembly Cover Base, Drawing #190D033
MP19035 Dewar Mount Assembly Cover, Drawing #190D034
.$
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The contract has not identified any reportable items
relating to "new technology" as defined under_ Article GP-32
of Contract #955829.
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